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a Chapter, edited by Fred H. The Cat and the Devil for children , edited by Richard Ellmann. Play Exiles
produced in German ; in English The Poems in Verse and Prose. Other Two Essays, with F. Giacomo Joyce,
edited by Richard Ellmann. Joyce in Padua, edited and translated by Louis Berrone. A Bibliography of Joyce
by John J. Walton Litz; The Classical Temper: Goldberg, ; Surface and Symbol: Common Sense and Beyond,
, and Afterjoyce: Kain, ; The Bloomsday Book: The Critical Heritage edited by Robert H. Begnal and Grace
Eckley, ; Joyce: Ten Essays edited by Thomas F. Norris, ; The Joyce Archive manuscript facsimiles , edited
by Michael Groden and others, 63 vols. Ulysses as Narrative by J. Raleigh, ; Third Census of Finnegans
Wake: The Citizen and the Artist by Charles H. Archaeologies of the Soul by Jackson I. An International
Perspective edited by S. A Joyce Centennial Volume edited by E. Epstein, ; Joyce and Modern Literature
edited by W. Oscillating Perspectives by J. Riquelme, ; Work in Progress: Joyce Centenary Essays edited by
Richard F. Carens, ; Post-Structuralist Joyce: George Sandulescu and Clive Hart, ; Joyce: The Larger
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Recollections edited by E. Williams, ; The Sensual Philosophy: From Outcast to Icon by Joseph Kelly, His
novels, notably Ulysses and Finnegans Wake, are immensely long. Even Dubliners might in some ways be
seen as doubtful for inclusion in the short fiction category, as the 15 stories in the collection are closely linked
to the point that they could be seen as a sort of disjointed novel. Yet Joyce is considered one of the most
influential short-story writers of the twentieth century; Dubliners is an extraordinarily efficient machine for the
control of the response of its readers, and it is a model of the economic presentation of meaning. The stories in
Dubliners are collectively a portrait of the Irish capital as Joyce saw it at the turn of the century. They are
linked thematically rather than by the repetition of named characters; for example, the death of the old priest in
the first story "The Sisters" is connected to the last story in the volume "The Dead" , and numerous references
to death run through the stories. In particular, the idea of paralysis in the first story, where the word is dwelt on
by the young boy through whom "The Sisters" is focalized, hovers over the other stories. The stories, then,
although they stand in their own right as miniatures of the Dublin scene, portraits of individual Dublin types in
all their inadequacies, also reinforce each other in that they circle round the same topics. In "A Little Cloud"
an insignificant clerk with poetic pretensions meets a friend returned from success on the London press, and
the meeting stirs ambition in him that is at once quenched by his wailing baby and his hard-hearted wife. And
"The Dead" rounds off the whole sorry tale. The first paragraph of "A Painful Case," for instance, seems to be
a fairly neutral, even boring description of a Dublin bachelor, but our responses are controlled in detail; James
Duffy lives in a "sombre house" looking over a "disused distillery" and a "shallow river," his furniture is
largely black, iron, cold, unwelcoming, his books are ordered according to size, and everything is excessively
neat and, ultimately, without life or warmth. Vocabulary guides us unerringly towards character interpretation,
and this in turn creates story; in Joyce the line from linguistic detail to narrative meaning is direct. We are
quite unsurprised when James Duffy fails utterly in the chance of life that he is offered in the shape of Mrs.
Sinico, a passionate widow. See the essays on " The Dead " and " Eveline.
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These are the expectations with which Joyce toys with in two senses. In the first place, the paradigmatic plot is
thwarted, and Evelyn never does leave with Frank. Is Frank being frank? She is asked to guess what stuff has
been placed before her. Yet Maria never names the unknown substance, and the absence of that name, with
Joyce, becomes the name of the story. This presence of an absence is just what Joyce is asking us to recognize
when we make meaning with language and recognize that meaning is often made in what we do not know.
Desire is in this absence - in the elusion of language via the dynamic of puns, jabberwocky is what Burgess
calls it and paronomasia word play. This strangeness of language, of the other as always already there, is again
foregrounded in a scene in Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man between Stephan and a school official. As an
Irishman, Stephen speaks more of himself in his use of words than one might say about him. It is the English
and the access to power and privilege that position entails who use the word funnel. Here Joyce has pared
down his explorations of language into their absolute barest form something he also did with his poetry , using
the emblem of a hen and a rubbish heap. In scratching the earth the hen creates signs. Now we are deeply
involved in reading our world â€” just as the year old Chinese text proposes to read the past, present and
future. As sigla Joyce thought he was using these symbols Walter Benjamin would say hieroglyphs to
represent characters people , then later realized he was representing principles, in similar fashion to the
hexagrams of the I Ching. Joyce has situated himself in the rupture â€” in the gap between the concept of
meaning and the meaning on the page. Whenever any job was vacant a friend was always ready to give him
the hard word. He was often to be seen walking with policeman in plain clothes, talking earnestly. He knew
the inner side of all affairs and was fond of delivering final judgments. He spoke without listening to the
speech of his companions. His conversation was mainly about himself: When he reported these dialogues he
aspirated the first letter of his name after the manner of the Florentines. The character described often engages
with authority read: He watched sleepily the flakes, silver and dark, falling obliquely against the lamplight.
The time has come for him to set out on his journey westward. Yes, the newspapers were right: It was falling
on every part of the dark central plain, on the treeless hills, falling softly upon the Bog of Allen and, farther
westward, softly falling into the dark mutinous Shannon waves. Something to do with Irish history? Mutinous,
perhaps, is the transignified nature of emotive language; a language which Joyce will develop in Ulysses and
Finnegans Wake and which is in the nature of music, zoosemiotics animal talk , and body language. He heard
then a warm heavy sigh, softer, as she turned over and the loose grass quoits of the bedstead jingled. Must get
those settled really. All the way from Gibraltar. Forgotten any little Spanish she knew. Wonder what her father
gave for it. Got a short knock. Hard as nails at a bargain, old Tweedy. At Plevna that was. Certainly Gabriel is
sleepy. Dream language is the province of us all. Joyce continues his line of inquiry into the feminine and
representations of culture in Finnegans Wake when he dichotomizes between Shem and his brother, Shaun
wherein Shem is most often the embodiment of a bohemian and Shaun is a member of the bourgeois. The
potency of the female, of feminine language, and of the feminine in art, is developed in the figure of ALP
Anna Livia Plurabelle and in the whole prosaporia my word of the river in Finnegans Wake. Can you rede
since We and Thou had it out already its world? It is the same told of all. They lived und laughed ant loved
and left. Thy thingdome is given to the Meades and Porsons. MacCabe goes as far as to tell us that Joyce and
Finnegans Wake in particular demands a feminine attitude toward language and to the presence of desire, a
desire which operates between binary oppositions, but which, in Joyce, is then proliferated from the univocity
of the objective, hegemonic, one point of view brought to a distinct level of proficiency in Henry James to a
plurivocity wherein no one point of view is dominant. No longer in Joyce are letters and words transparent
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published a book on Joyce in English, anyway , preferring the essay format. A Conceptual Guide to Finnegans
Wake. Pennsylvania State UP, A collection of essays by major Joyce scholars, each looking at a chapter of
the Wake. Professor Epstein takes on I. The Decentered Universe of Finnegans Wake: She has done a lot of
great work since, employing various brands of narrative theory: The Sigla of Finnegans Wake. U of Texas P,
The Finnegans Wake Experience. Irish Academic P, A brief introduction to the Wake. Notable for its close
readings of four short passages. James Joyce and the Revolution of the Word. The Riddles of Finnegans
Wake. Fairleigh Dickinson UP, My personal favorite book on Joyce, Teller and Tale takes a narratological
approach to the whole oeuvre, but starts with the Wake, using it a lens to inform his reading of the earlier
works. Essays from the French. Derek Attridge and Daniel Ferrer. An interesting read, if only to watch
Derrida play. The other essays in this volume, many originally published in Tel Quel, are also worth looking
at, particularly the one by Stephen Heath. A Study of Finnegans Wake. U of Wisconsin P, A wide-ranging
look at the Wake through Freud, Vico, linguistics, anatomy, geography, Egyptology and more. Gordon reads it
as a realist novel, told through distorted language. Narrative and Voice in Finnegans Wake. A very lucid study
of the style of the Wake. On Language, Theory, and History Cambridge: This essay, by one of the most
critical Joyce critics, calls many of the assumptions of Wake scholarship into question. The rest of the essays
and everything else Attridge has written are worth a look as well. James Joyce and the Politics of Desire.
Wandering and Return in Finnegans Wake: Joyce upon the Void: The Genesis of Doubt. Possibly the best
single volume to start with in Wake criticism, collecting classic essays by most of the masters: Narrative
Design in Finnegans Wake: The Wake Lock Picked. UP of Florida, The Role of Thunder in Finnegans Wake.
U of Toronto P, Theall, a student of Marshall McLuhan, explores intersections of the Wake and science,
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range of Joyce scholars on the manuscript evidence behind each chapter of the Wake. Lots of Fun at
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